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Abstract
Knowledge about derivational morphology has been proven useful for a number of natural language processing (NLP) tasks. We
describe the construction and evaluation of D ERIV BASE .H R, a large-coverage morphological resource for Croatian. D ERIV BASE .H R
groups 100k lemmas from web corpus hrWaC into 56k clusters of derivationally related lemmas, so-called derivational families. We
focus on suffixal derivation between and within nouns, verbs, and adjectives. We propose two approaches: an unsupervised approach and
a knowledge-based approach based on a hand-crafted morphology model but without using any additional lexico-semantic resources.
The resource acquisition procedure consists of three steps: corpus preprocessing, acquisition of an inflectional lexicon, and the induction
of derivational families. We describe an evaluation methodology based on manually constructed derivational families from which we
sample and annotate pairs of lemmas. We evaluate D ERIV BASE .H R on the so-obtained sample, and show that the knowledge-based
version attains good clustering quality of 81.2% precision, 76.5% recall, and 78.8% F1 -score. As with similar resources for other
languages, we expect D ERIV BASE .H R to be useful for a number of NLP tasks.
Keywords: derivational morphology, lexical resource, Croatian language

1.

Introduction

Morphological processing is a prerequisite for many natural language processing (NLP) applications. Most work focuses on inflectional morphology and tasks such as lemmatization, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, and paradigm induction. In contrast, morphological derivation, which describes the creation of new words from the existing ones,
has received far less attention. Derivation is especially interesting for morphologically complex languages, such as
the Slavic languages, which have a very productive derivational morphology. Knowledge about derivational morphology has been proven useful for a number of NLP tasks,
ranging from semantic similarity (Luong et al., 2013; Padó
et al., 2013) to textual entailment (Shnarch et al., 2011) and
semantic role labeling (Green et al., 2004).
In this paper we describe the induction and evaluation of
D ERIV BASE .H R, a large-coverage morphological resource
for Croatian, which groups lemmas from corpus into clusters of derivationally related lemmas, so-called derivational
families. We follow a procedure similar to the one employed for German by Zeller et al. (2013). However, as
Croatian is more complex with regard to both inflection and
derivation, the task is more challenging.
We focus on the very productive suffixal derivation between
and within nouns, verbs, and adjectives. We propose two
approaches: an unsupervised approach and a knowledgebased approach based on derivational patterns but without
using any additional lexico-semantic resources. We perform an evaluation on a manually annotated sample. The
resulting resource has a high-coverage (98K lemmas) and
good quality (80.8% precision and 76.1% recall). We make
the resource freely available.1
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2.

Related Work

There are a number of resources targeting morphological
derivation. WordNet has been extended to include morphosemantic relations for English (Fellbaum et al., 2009)
and a number of other languages (Bilgin et al., 2004;
Pala and Hlaváčková, 2007; Koeva et al., 2008; Šojat and
Srebačić, 2014). CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1996)
provides derivational knowledge for English, German, and
Dutch. CatVar (Habash and Dorr, 2003) is a resource aimed
specifically at derivation, which groups English nouns,
verbs, and adjectives into derivational families. CatVar has
been used in many applications, including paraphrase detection and semantic role labeling.
More recently, Zeller et al. (2013) constructed DERIV BASE , a large-coverage derivational resource for German covering 280k lemmas from a web corpus. Their approach relies on clustering based on hand-crafted derivational rules, and achieves 93% precision and 71% recall.
In this work, we follow the approach of Zeller et. al, but also
address a number of issues arising from the morphological
complexity of Croatian language. First, because Croatian
language is more complex than German regarding inflection, we have to rely on a much more elaborated model
of inflection. Thus, unlike Zeller et. al, who use a set of
lemmas and their parts of speech as input to the clustering
method, we have to obtain a set of lemma-paradigm pairs,
which is arguably a more difficult task. Secondly, even
when restricted to suffixal derivation, Croatian derivational
morphology is still more complex than German: Zeller et
al. report implementing 158 derivational patterns, while we
use a model that consists of 244 patterns. This makes it
harder to attain clusters with high recall.
A related area of research is that of unsupervised morphology (Hammarström and Borin, 2011). Gaussier (1999)
builds French derivational families using an unsupervised
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method. Piasecki et al. (2012) bootstrap derivation rules
starting from seed examples. In most cases, however, unsupervised approaches are not able to differentiate between
inflectional and derivational morphology. In this work we
experiment with an unsupervised method based on string
distance-based clustering, but demonstrate that it performs
worse than a knowledge-based approach.
There exist a number of computational morphology resources for the Croatian language, including inflectional
morphological lexica (Tadić and Fulgosi, 2003; Šnajder et
al., 2008) as well as morphological analyzers and lemmatizers (Ćavar et al., 2009; Agić et al., 2013). There has
also been work on computational models of derivational
morphology: Šnajder and Dalbelo Bašić (2010) present a
computational model of Croatian suffixal derivation, while
Šojat and Srebačić (2014) analyze the morphosemantic relations between Croatian verbs and discuss their inclusion
in Croatian WordNet. However, there appears to be no prior
work on inducing a large-coverage derivational morphology resource such as D ERIV BASE .H R.

3.

Morphology Model

Our knowledge-based approach to D ERIV BASE .H R induction relies on a generative model of morphology. Similarly
to Zeller et al. (2013), we use the HOFM modeling framework proposed by Šnajder and Dalbelo Bašić (2008) and
Šnajder and Bašić (2010). The model of Croatian morphology consists of an inflectional and a derivational component; we use the former to obtain the lemmas and the latter
for knowledge-based induction of clusters. Both components are freely available.2 For details, the reader is referred
to (Šnajder and Dalbelo Bašić, 2008; Šnajder and Bašić,
2010; Šnajder, 2010).

3.1.

Inflectional Component

The inflectional component defines the inflectional
paradigms for nouns, verbs, and adjectives. The current
version of the model uses 93 paradigms. The HOFM
formalism uses a succinct representation of string-based
transformations, allowing for compact representation of
more complex inflectional paradigms, and phenomena
such as stem changes and optionality. Table 1 lists some
example transformations.

3.2.

Derivational Component

The basic building blocks of the derivational component
are the transformation functions and derivational patterns.
A derivational pattern describes the derivation of a derived
word from a basis word. A derivational pattern is a triple
d = (t, I1 , I2 )
where t is the transformation function that maps the word’s
stem (or lemma) into the derived word’s stem (or lemma),
while I1 and I2 are the sets of inflectional paradigms of the
basis word and the derived word, respectively. The transformation of the lemma into the stem and vice versa is handled by the underlying inflectional component, depending
on the inflectional paradigm associated with the lemma.
2
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Function

Description

sfx (s)
dsfx (s)
aifx (s1, s2)
try(t)
opt(t)
plt, jot , jat

concatenate the suffix s
delete the suffix s
alternate the infix s1 to s2
perform transformation t, if possible
optionally perform transformation t
alternate infixes for palatalization/jotation/jat

Examples



sfx (“en”) ◦ opt(jot), Nmf , Aq
“Derive qualificative adjective from a noun by suffixation of
-en and optional jotation

sfx (“ica”) ◦ try(jat) ◦ try(plt), Nf , Nf
“Derive diminutive feminine -ica nouns from feminine nouns,
if possible with jat reflex alternation and palatalization”

Table 1: Transformation functions and exemplary derivational patterns in the framework by Šnajder (2010)
Note that each derivation pattern defines the admissible
derivations, some of which may not exists in the language.
Also, patterns say nothing about the semantic relation between the basis and the derived word. Otherwise said, the
derivational patterns tend to overgenerate. Additional filtering based on corpus-attested lemmas ensures that overgeneration is kept to a minimum.
The model of Croatian derivational morphology currently
consists of 244 suffixal derivational patterns, which describe the derivation of nouns, verbs, and adjectives. The
model covers optional transformations and phonologically
conditioned alternations of the stem and suffix. Table 1
shows examples of derivational patterns.

4.

Inducing the Resource

The induction of D ERIV BASE .H R from corpus consists of
three steps: (1) corpus preprocessing, (2) acquisition of an
inflectional lexicon, and (3) the induction of derivational
clusters.

4.1.

Corpus Preprocessing

As a stating point for D ERIV BASE .H R induction, we use
hrWaC, the 12B-token Croatian web corpus compiled by
Ljubešić and Erjavec (2011). For POS-tagging and lemmatization, we use the tools developed by Agić et al. (2013),
based on the HunPos tagger (Halácsy et al., 2007) and the
CST lemmatizer (Ingason et al., 2008). The accuracy of the
tagger and lemmatizer on newspaper corpora is 97% and
98%, respectively. As reported by Šnajder et al. (2013),
tagging and lemmatization accuracy on a mixed-domain
corpus (Wikipedia) drops to about 94% and 96%, and we
can expect further decreases on hrWaC due to lower linguistic quality. Thus, to remove the invalid lemmas, we
first filter out all lemmas not tagged as either a noun, adjective, or verb, as well as lemma-POS pairs that occur less
than tree times in the corpus. After filtering, we end up
with 1.2M lemma-POS pairs, the majority of which still
are invalid. We sampled 200 lemma-POS pairs and manually annotated their validity: only 16% lemma-POS pairs
were valid (we consider a lemma-POS to be valid if both the
lemma and the POS are correct, the lemma is not a proper
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name, nor is it derived from a proper name). Obviously, the
list of lemmas must be further filtered out to obtain a good
quality resource.

(1)

razljutitiV razljućenA

(2)

razloženA razložnostN razlogN razložanA razložitiV

(3)

razlomitiV razlomljenA razlomakN

4.2.

(4)

razlupanA

(5)

razlučivostN razlučanA razlučitiV razlučivA razlučivatiV
razlučivanjeN razlučenA

(6)

razmaknicaN razmN razmakN razmitiV

(7)

razmahivatiV razmahanA razmahN razmahatiV

(8)

razmaknutiV razmaknutA

(9)

razmatatiV razmatanjeN

Acquiring the Inflectional Lexicon

As outlined in Section 3.2., the derivational component
requires each lemma to be associated with its inflectional paradigm. The set of lemmas associated with their
paradigms constitutes an inflectional lexicon. Thus, the
next step in building of D ERIV BASE .H R is the acquisition
of an inflectional lexicon from hrWaC. This serves two purposes: filtering of invalid lemmas and setting up the ground
for knowledge-based induction of derivational clusters.
The task of lexicon acquisition has been extensively studied in the literature, e.g. (Oliver, 2003; Sagot, 2005; Hana,
2008; Šnajder et al., 2008). In our case, the task is simpler because we start out with a list of lemma-POS pairs,
although an imperfect one.
We employ a two-step procedure: for each lemma-POS
pair, we consider all applicable inflectional patterns and
choose the most plausible one. The most plausible inflectional pattern is the one that produces the most corpusattested wordforms above a specified threshold (we set
this threshold to 4 wordform types and 10 wordform tokens). In the second step, we remove heuristically the
lemma-paradigm pairs for which the overlap of corpusattested wordforms exceeds a specified threshold (we set
this threshold to 3). The acquired inflectional lexicon L
contains 100k lemmas (58.5k nouns, 29.5k adjectives, and
12k verbs). When evaluated on the sample of 200 lemmaPOS pairs, the lexicon achieves 55.0% precision, 34.4% recall, and 42.3% F1 -score. This performance could be further improved by optimizing the acquisition parameters, but
we leave this for future work.

4.3.

Unsupervised Induction

For unsupervised induction of D ERIV BASE .H R, we resort
to clustering of lemmas based on a string-distance measure.
We use the measure proposed by Majumder et al. (2007),
which in several studies (Šnajder and Dalbelo Bašić, 2009;
Zeller et al., 2013) has show to be effective in capturing
suffixal variation. For words X and Y , it is defined as
D4 (X, Y ) =

n
n−m+1 X 1
n + 1 i=m 2i−m

(1)

where m is the position of left-most character mismatch,
and n + 1 is the length of the longer of the two strings.
Notice that this is a suffix-oriented measure; for measuring
prefix variation, one can apply the measure on the reversed
string.
For the actual clustering we use the hierarchical agglomerative algorithm with average linkage. The space complexity
of this algorithm is quadratic and prohibits clustering of all
lemmas at once. Instead, we precluster by recursively partitioning the set of lemmas sharing the same prefix into partitions of 1000 lemmas, which we then cluster separately.
The number of clusters is optimized for F1-score on the
development set (cf. Section 5.2.). The resulting resource
contains 38k derivational clusters (avg. of 2.6 lemmas per
cluster), of which 22k (58%) are non-singleton clusters.

(10)

razmatratiV razmatranjeN razmatranA razmazivatiV
razmazitiV razmazanA razmaženA razmazivanjeN
razmazN razmazatiV

(11)

razmekšatiV

(12)

razmetljivacN razmetatiV razmetljivA razmetanjeN
razmetanA

Table 2: An excerpt of 12 clusters from D ERIV BASE .H R

4.4.

Knowledge-Based Induction

For knowledge-based induction, we use the inflectional
lexicon L and a set derivational patterns to induce the
derivational families. Given a lemma-paradigm pair (l, p)
as input, a single derivational pattern d = (t, I1 , I2 )
generates a set of possible derivations Ld (l, p) =
{(l1 , p1 ), . . . , (ln , pn )}, where pi ∈ I1 and pi ∈ I2 . Given
a set of derivational patterns D, we define a binary derivation relation →D between two lemma-paradigm pairs that
holds if the second pair can be derived from the first one as:
(l1 , p1 ) →D (l2 , p2 ) iff ∃d ∈ D. (l2 , p2 ) ∈ Ld (l1 , p1 )
We now define derivational families as the equivalence
classes of the transitive, symmetric, and reflexive closure of
→D over L. Note that transitivity is achieved only over the
entries in L, so low coverage of L will result in fragmented
derivational families. Conversely, because derivational patterns overgenerate, L should not contain many invalid lemmas.
After computing the equivalence classes, we evaluated the
resource on the development set (cf. Section 5.2.). To improve the recall, we implemented additional 30 derivational
patterns. The resulting resource contains 56k derivational
clusters (avg. of 1.8 lemmas per cluster), of which 15k
(27%) are non-singleton clusters. Table 2 shows an excerpt
from the resource.

5.

Evaluation Methodology

The induction of derivational families is essentially a clustering task and could be evaluated as such. While a number
of clustering evaluation metrics have been proposed (see
(Amigó et al., 2009) for an overview), there is no consensus on the best approach. Moreover, due to semantic
drifts involved with derivation, building a representative
gold standard for cluster-based evaluation of derivational
families is in itself not a straightforward task. Thus, instead of performing a cluster-based evaluation, we follow
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the approach by Zeller et al. (2013), who evaluated on a
manually-annotated sample of lemma pairs. Working at the
level of pairs makes manual annotation a simpler task: it
is arguably much easier to decide for an individual pair of
lemmas whether they are derivationally related, than to annotate a complete derivational family. This is in particularly
true if one wishes to distinguish the cases where derivationally related words are also semantically related from
the cases where the semantic relation is absent. However,
there are some subtleties involved with pair-based evaluation, which we describe below.

5.1.

Sample Construction

As noted by Zeller et al. (2013), random sampling of
lemma pairs would make the evaluation unrealistic because
most pairs are derivationally unrelated. To remedy this,
Zeller et al. (2013) use two samples, one for measuring
the precision and another for measuring the recall. The latter sample is obtained by sampling from the set of possibly
derivationally related pairs, identified as such using a number of string similarity measures. More precisely, given
lemma l1 as input, they retrieve k lemmas that are most
similar to l1 , and consider these as possibly derivationally
related lemmas.
While the procedure of Zeller et al. (2013) is sound, it
makes the interpretation of results somewhat difficult. Another problem is that the procedure overestimates the recall:
the string-distance pooling strategy they use cannot guarantee that all related pairs will be retrieved. Some derivationally related pairs may be orthographically too different to
fall within the top k most similar lemmas. On the other
hand, retrieving too many lemmas will only increase the
true negative rate and make the evaluation unrealistic.
We use a more straightforward methodology that remedies
both problems identified above. First, we use only one sample on which we measure both precision and recall. Secondly, we employ an iterative sample construction method
that ensures a reliable estimation of recall. The sampling procedure consists of two steps: (1) semi-automated
construction of derivational families and (2) sampling of
lemma pairs from the obtained derivational families.
Step 1: Construction of derivational families. We start
with a set of lemmas, chosen randomly from the corpus.
These lemmas constitute the initial singleton derivational
families. Using string similarity measures, for each derivational family {l}, we retrieve from the inflectional lexicon
L a set of lemmas {l1 , . . . , ln } that are similar to l. The
annotator inspects the retrieved sets and adds to the derivational family all lemmas that are derivationally related to
l. In the next iteration, the newly added lemmas are used
to retrieve new and previously unconsidered lemma candidates, which are then again inspected by the annotator. The
procedure continues until no more lemmas can be added
to the derivational families, indicating that the derivational
families are complete.
For this procedure to work, we must ensure that we miss no
derivationally related lemmas when retrieving the lemmas.
In each iteration, we retrieve a pool of candidate lemmas
comprised of k most similar lemmas according to six string
similarity measures: measure D4 given by (1), measure

D3 (also proposed by Majumder et al. (2007) as a slight
variation of D4 ), the reversed versions of measures D3 and
D4 (to capture prefixal variation), and 2-gram and 3-gram
Dice-based measures proposed by Adamson and Boreham
(1974). We use k = 10 in our experiments. Notice that,
because we build our sample iteratively, always expanding
from the fringe of a derivational family, k need not be large.
We believe that with k = 10, and with the string-similarity
measures that we used, our annotations are almost complete
with respect to recall.
Using the described procedure, we built a sample consisting
of 481 lemmas from lexicon L grouped into 50 complete
derivational families.
Step 2: Sampling of lemma pairs. In the second step,
we sample lemma pairs from the derivational families. We
sample 2000 within-family pairs (positive pairs) and 2000
pairs in which one lemma is not a member of the family
(negative pairs). Although negative pairs could simply be
sampled from pairs of lemmas not belonging to the same
family, such pairs tend to be orthographically too different
and would yield unrealistic precision estimates. Instead, for
each lemma l1 from each derivational family we retrieve a
set of ten lemmas that are most similar to l1 but do not
belong to the same family as l1 , and then sample lemma
pairs from this set. To measure string similarity, we use
measure D4 and its reversed version, to account for prefix
derivations.
Finally, we split the resulting 4000 pairs into a test set and
a development set, each containing 1000 positive and 1000
negative pairs.

5.2.

Gold Standard Annotation

The above-described sample construction procedure provides us with a sample of evenly distributed derivationally
related and derivationally unrelated lemma pairs. However,
to allow for a more insightful analysis, we decided to follow the approach of Zeller et al. (2013) and introduce additional categories. We subcategorize the positive pairs into
two categories: R (derivationally and semantically related)
and M (only derivationally related), and the negative pairs
into three categories: N (no relation), C (compositional relation), and L (invalid lemma), as shown in Table 3. Note
that in this work we treat both R and M as positive classes,
i.e., we consider a derivationally related pair of lemmas to
be positive even if there is no semantic relation between the
lemmas.
A single annotator with linguistic expertise manually annotated each of the 2000 pairs from both samples into one
of the five categories. The annotation amounts to disambiguating between R and M cases for the positive pairs,
and between N, C, and L cases for the negative pairs. For
the positive pairs, we additionally labeled cases of prefixal
derivation as either Rp or Mp. Table 4 shows an excerpt
from the test sample. We make this sample freely available.1
The distribution of labels is shown in Table 5. A couple
of errors introduced in the previous steps (construction of
derivational families) were corrected during the annotation,
increasing the number of positive pairs to 1009. The majority of positive pairs (85.7%) are both derivationally as well
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Label

Description

Example

R
M
N
C
L

morphologically and semantically related
morphologically but not semantically related
no morphological relation
no derivational but compositional relation
invalid lemma (mislemmatization, wrong POS, foreign words)

izgubitiV – izgubljenA (loose – lost)
bratN – bratićN (brother – cousin)
konzumacijaN – konzultiratiV (consumption – to consult)
rukaN – rukometN (hand – handball)
razuvjeritiV – razultatN (undeceive – n/a)

Table 3: Categories for lemma pair classification

R

F1

D ERIV BASE .H R (U)
D ERIV BASE .H R (Kv0)
D ERIV BASE .H R (Kv1)

37,999
57,157
55,551

76.0
78.6
81.2

75.4
55.1
76.5

75.7
64.8
78.8

Prefix stemmer
Rule-based stemmer

62,228
93,098

49.2
25.0

42.1
0.4

45.4
0.9

Lemma 2

Method

N
N
N
R
Rp
L
N
R
Rp
N
N
L
R
M
N
N
M
R

denacionaliziranA
čarobnjačkiA
neomiljenA
interpretN
nacionaliziratiV
rabinN
frapiratiV
prosvjedN
prebrinutiV
neusuglašenA
prosvjedničkiA
neraspoloženjeN
čarobnjakovA
konzumerističkiA
izazivačkiA
poslužilacN
konzumizamN
brigaN

regionaliziranA
čardaN
neoborivA
interpreterN
supranacionalanA
rabinovN
terapiratiV
prosvjedovanjeN
zabrinutostN
ovlašenA
prosvjećivatiV
rasploženjeN
čarolijaN
konzumovA
pokazivačkiA
brazilacN
konzumovA
brinutiV

All pairs
Suffixation only

R

M

N

C

L

Total

855
424

154
28

770
770

46
46

175
175

2,000
1,443

Table 5: Distribution of labels in the test sample
as semantically related (R). Since in this work we do not
consider prefixal derivation, we filtered out all pairs labeled
as Rp or Mp, which amounts to 27.9% of the sample. The
resulting subsample consists of 1,443 pairs, of which 31.3%
are positive (R or M). In this subsample the ratio of positive
pairs that are both derivationally and semantically related is
93.8%; this increase is expected because suffixal derivation
is more meaning preserving than prefixal derivation.

6.

Results

Quantitative Analysis

Table 6 presents the overall results for unsupervised (U) and
knowledge-based (K) acquisition method, initial (Kv0) and
revised (Kv1) version. We compare against two baselines:
a prefix stemmer, which truncates each word to first p letters
(using p = 6 maximizes the F1-score on our sample) and
a rule-based stemmer by Ljubešić et al. (2007).3 D ERIV BASE .H R outperforms both baselines by a wide margin.
3

P

Lemma 1

Table 4: Excerpt from the test sample of lemma pairs

6.1.

# clusters

Label

Note that this is an inflectional stemmer and therefore not
suitable for clustering derivationally related words. We nonetheless include it here for the sake of completeness.

Table 6: Performance on the test sample

N-N
A-A
V-V

P

R

74.3
88.9
72.2

74.3
78.1
68.4

N-A
N-V
A-V

P

R

87.7
76.4
84.6

77.2
74.3
84.6

Table 7: Precision and recall across different part of speech
The knowledge-based version reaches 81.2% precision and
76.5% recall, and outperforms the unsupervised version in
terms of precision (difference by 5.2 percentage points),
while recall is comparable. The revised version of D ERIV BASE .H R, which was induced with additional 30 derivational patterns, has a substantially higher recall (increase in
21.4 percentage points).
Table shows the precision and recall scores across different part-of-speech combinations for the knowledge-based
D ERIV BASE .H R. The recall is lowest for verb-verb pairs,
suggesting that we still lack coverage for verb-to-verb
derivational patterns. Interestingly, Zeller et al. (2013) report a similar finding for their German resource.

6.2.

Discussion

Although our results are very encouraging, we see a number of possibilities for improvement, especially for the
knowledge-base method. Recall could in principle be improved by further inspection of the false positives and addition of new patterns. This, however, would not solve the
problem of missing lemmas that hinder the transitive closure. A possible workaround might be to extend the set of
derivational patters so that it also includes the compositions
of two or more derivational patterns.
Improvements in precision could be achieved by restricting
to a set of more confident patterns, as proposed by Zeller et
al. (2013), where confidences could be defined manually or
estimated from an annotated sample. Performing clustering
based on these confidences (instead of doing a transitive
closure) could also improve the precision.
Perhaps the weakest point of our approach is the low quality
of the morphological lexicon given as input to the clustering method. As described in Section 4.2., the quality of the
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inflectional lexicon is 55.0% precision and 34.4% recall.
Improving the quality of the inflectional lexicon could substantially improve the precision and recall of the clusters.

7.

Conclusion

We have described the construction and evaluation of
D ERIV BASE .H R, a morphological resource that groups
100k lemmas into 56k derivational families.
The
knowledge-based version of D ERIV BASE .H R attains good
clustering quality of 78.8% F1 -score. As with similar resources for other languages, we expect D ERIV BASE .H R to
be useful for a number of natural language processing tasks.
For future work, we will focus on improving D ERIV BASE .H R along the above-discussed lines. We will also
consider prefixation, as well as the splitting up of derivational families according to semantic relatedness.
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